Goddess Seeds of Light
by Goddess Rosanna thru Natalie Glasson

‘Divine Goddess vibrations and presence within and around me, I call
upon your graceful energy to interweave into my reality allowing me to
experience a reality of flowing grace, allowing the qualities of gentleness,
compassion, tenderness, grace and beauty of the Goddess and the
Creator to emanate from my being. I understand all these Goddess
qualities to be powerful and empowering for me in this present moment. I
allow myself to now open up and experience the graceful flowing
vibrations of the Goddess in all areas of my reality. Thank you.’

Permit yourself to enter into a sacred
space and cocoon of the Goddess light,
let the divine feminine vibrations wash
over you as if they are cleansing
nutritious fragrant waves of light drifting
into every aspect of your being. Let
yourself embrace the divine Goddess
vibrations for they are truly merging
with the Earth and the dimension of the planet. The Goddess vibrations are
integrating, active and potent; you can now connect with this vibration more than
ever before, feeling as if you exist in a cocoon of Goddess light. The vibrations of
the Goddess present themselves so gracefully because you are conscious of your
divine Goddess presence within your being. Your body is resonating with grace,
beauty, gentleness, compassion and tenderness; these vibrations currently have a
powerful impact upon your being. Not only are you attracting these qualities but
you are activating them from within your being. This means that your body will
react differently now to what could be described as more forceful masculine
vibrations, these may feel heavy or painful to your entire being. As the Goddess is
awakening within your being so your Goddess qualities are awakening, you may
find yourself seeking a gentle, calming and soothing environment where you can
be at peace allowing yourself to blossom gracefully from within. As we enter into
the Era of Love the presence of the Goddess is potent, it symbolises that spiritual
growth and awakening can be achieved through graceful shifts rather than painful
or difficult shifts.

The divine Goddess vibrations are here to assist you in connecting with the gentler

flowing aspect of your being, the peaceful and compassionate aspects of your
soul. The purpose of the Goddess is to bring a graceful awakening for all carrying
you into love, truth and oneness.

You may call upon the presence and the vibrations of the divine Goddess if you
are experiencing difficulty or hardship in your reality, mental body or emotional
body. Simply say:

‘Divine Goddess vibrations and
presence within and around me,
I call upon your graceful energy
to interweave into my reality
allowing me to experience a
reality of flowing grace, allowing
the qualities of gentleness,
compassion, tenderness, grace
and beauty of the Goddess and
the Creator to emanate from my
being. I understand all these Goddess qualities to be powerful and
empowering for me in this present moment. I allow myself to now open
up and experience the graceful flowing vibrations of the Goddess in all
areas of my reality. Thank you.’

It is important to recognise the qualities of the divine Goddess as powerful and
empowering, if you perceive certain qualities such as gentleness to be weak, allow
yourself to contemplate the qualities of the Goddess discovering the
empowerment for yourself in all qualities. It is only past perceptions that may
have portrayed the Goddess qualities as
weak.
In order to connect with the
Goddess qualities and your own
inner Goddess allow yourself to
spend time contemplating and
gazing upon a rose. Allow
yourself to recognise the beauty
of the rose born from nature,
born from the Creator. Let
yourself explore the qualities, scents and presence of the rose. You may wish to

contemplate its strong stalk symbolising the Goddess inner strength, maybe even
the thorns that symbolise projection.

Notice how the rose appears strong and yet
its petals are so gentle and soft. The presence of the rose can share with you
much wisdom concerning your own inner Goddess qualities and the divine
universal Goddess qualities. You may call upon me, Goddess Rosanne, when
achieving this practice to divinely inspire you.

I encourage you to consciously enter
into the sacred cocoon of the Goddess
light with each morning upon
awakening. Breathe with conscious
awareness into your entire being and
into your heart. Imagine you are
breathing the perfumed fragrant light
of the Goddess into your being but also
into your heart chakra. Take a few moments to focus upon breathing the blissful
light into your heart chakra; this will awaken your heart chakra, preparing you to
exist in every moment of your reality with an open and expansive heart chakra. It
will also create a divine connection and flow of the divine Goddess vibration within
and through your heart chakra, softening your heart, reducing the closing of your
hearts in certain situations. As you exist and breathe in this cocoon of Goddess
light for a few moments upon awakening in the morning you will notice shifts
within your being as you invite the graceful flow of the Goddess to be a part of
your reality.

You will notice that your own Goddess qualities and abilities awaken for your
further experience and exploration.

Beings of light from Venus are
currently supporting the anchoring of
the divine Goddess more fully into the
Earth and its awakening within your
being. The energies of Venus are
focused upon love and merge
beautifully with the Goddess vibrations
acting as an additional loving power
and strength so that the Goddess light
which is so potent with Creator
vibrations and consciousness will no
longer be diminished or limited upon the Earth. The beings from Venus believe
that through humanity’s greater acceptance of the qualities of the Goddess a
deeper resonance with love will be acknowledged within and projected outward
into the physical reality and dimensions.

These beings from Venus wish many to look into the divine qualities and
vibrations of the Goddess in order to recognize the presence of love in all aspects
of the Goddess, then recognizing the same within their own beings and all that is
the Creator.

You may wish to meditate calling upon beings of Venus working closely and as one
with the Goddess vibration to draw close around you, supporting your space of
peace and exploration of love. As you breathe deeply let yourself repeat this
phase:

‘I allow the divine Goddess to lead me to a deeper recognition of love.’

This symbolizes that through your acceptance and merging with the Goddess
vibrations and qualities, (even if it is only an intention and not yet a fully
manifested experience) you can move into a space and experience of the greater
wealth and abundance of love within your being. Not only will you be accepting
the Goddess vibration but you will be accepting the love energies of Venus and
your own Creator love within your being. This is a beautiful love awakening
practice.

It is my wish to make you aware
that as the Goddess vibration
draws closer and merges with
the Earth’s dimensions that
seeds of Goddess light are being
carried upon waves of sacred
Goddess light. If you imagine
the seeds of a flower being
carried in the wind to be planted
and to grow wherever they land
or are accepted. The Goddess
seeds are the same; the divine
source of the Goddess is
creating and releasing light seeds filled with divine Goddess wisdom,
consciousness, qualities and truth. These seeds carried upon the waves of
Goddess light are available for you to receive. They are gifts of abundant Goddess
consciousness and insights. All that you need to do is to be open to receiving. In
your quiet time or your meditation, you can enter into the cocoon of the Goddess
light, breathing the Goddess vibrations into every aspect of your being while then
focusing on expanding your heart chakra with the Goddess light.

Then say:

‘I invite the divine seeds of light, created by the sacred Goddess Source
and supported by beings from Venus, to enter into my heart chakra, to
seed, germinate and grow filling my heart with the love and
consciousness of the Goddess. Let me collect and access the most
appropriate or intended light seeds for me to aid and advance my
understanding and experience of the divine Goddess of the universe and
the Goddess within my being. I am open to the divine experience and
integration. Thank you.’

Then sit in peace,
imagining your heart
chakra open and
expansive, focus on
receiving as you
imagine or simply
know
that the most
appropriate Goddess
light seeds are
entering into your
heart chakra where
they will abundantly
add to the vibrations
and luminosity of
your soul and
Goddess presence.

I hope you will
accept the gifts
shared through my
communication to
support your deeper
connection and
understanding of the
transitions of the Goddess occurring within and around you.

With Goddess blessings,
Goddess Rosanna

